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Based on a best seller, this book is a complete and thorough presentation of standard Fortran 90

with special applications in science and engineering. This book emphasizes problem- solving and

structured program development following basic software engineering principles. Its clear and

concise presentation is perfect for readers with no previous programming experience. KEY TOPICS:

30 special Application Sections illustrate problem solving using a variety of interesting engineering

and science problems. A four-step problem-solving method is used in each application. A large

number of complete programs and sample runs throughout the book illustrate basic programming

concepts and demonstrate good structure and style. They are selected from a wide range of areas

in engineering, math, and science.   Engineers and scientists using standard Fortran 90.
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This book is a fairly easy and simple introduction to Fortran 90. It is well directed towards the

beginner and the beginner will most definitely profit from buying this book. The example codes are

well chosen and the exercises provide ample practice in learning the basics of the language. The

book covers much of the Fortran 90 syntax and the language reference in the appendix is handy.

Presentation wise it is well constructed with a bi-colour approach which is good and makes the

concepts easy to grasp, especially for a textbook, as compared to a one colour layout like a book

with black print all over.



I recently bought this book from  (Mar 2011). Nowhere among the information available at  did it

indicate that the book is now only printed on demand in a photocopiable format (advice from the

publisher), ie it is a bound photocopy of the original. I was quite surprised and disappointed.The

other reviews on the  website are some years old and positive feedback re the quality of the printing

and colour must relate to the original publication.The content seems to be as I would have

expected, but I objected strongly to  re paying $90 for a photocopy. They were quick to offer a $30

refund. I kept the book to avoid hassle sending it back and I needed the info, but in hindsight I would

look at other options rather than paying even $60 for a photocopy.

FORTRAN isn't used as much now as other languages. Still, it serves as the basis for most

programming languages; it can be used alongside others like C++, and visual basic.For engineering

and financial applications involving a lot of math, a reference like this is still useful. I got this guide at

a bargain basement price. The book is fairly extensive and complex, but contains programs that

reinforce the book's concepts. I didn't have much difficulty following the book for my jr. college's

course, even with the amount of reading required (it was a lot, about 5-7 hours a week at least).

Now it serves as a reference in my electronic engineering bookshelf.

This book takes some time to work through and understand the examples. If you are willing to take

the time and get your hands dirty with the programming you will finish this book with a very good

foundation in Engineering software using Fortran.
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